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Influence of Impact Direction on the Human Head in
Prediction of Subdural Hematoma

SVEIN KLEIVEN

ABSTRACT

The objective of the present study was to analyze the effect of different loading directions follow-
ing impact, and to evaluate existing global head injury criteria. Detailed and parameterized mod-
els of the adult human head were created by using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Loads cor-
responding to the same impact power were imposed in different directions. Furthermore, the Head
Injury Criterion (HIC) and the recently proposed Head Impact Power (HIP) criterion were evalu-
ated with respect to the relative motion between the skull and the brain, as well as the strain in the
bridging veins. It was found that the influence of impact direction had a substantial effect on the
intracranial response. The largest relative skull-brain motion and strain in the bridging veins oc-
curred with the anterior-posterior (AP) and posterior-anterior (PA) rotational impulses. HIC was
unable to predict consequences of a pure rotational impulse while HIP needed individual scaling co-
efficients for the different terms to account for difference in load direction. When using the pro-
posed scaling procedure, a better prediction of subdural hematoma (SDH) was obtained. It is thus
suggested that an evaluation of the synergistic terms is necessary to further improve the injury pre-
diction. These variations should be considered when developing new head injury criteria.

Key words: finite element method (FEM); head impact power (HIP); head injury; head injury criterion
(HIC)
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INTRODUCTION

IN EUROPE, ROAD ACCIDENTS are the second most fre-
quent cause of death preceded only by cancer (Euro-

pean Transport Safety Council, 1999). For people
younger than 45 years, the frequency of death or severe
injury from road accidents is about six times higher than
that from cancer. A significant number of road accidents
affect the central nervous system (CNS) in a devastating
way by transferring high kinetic energy to the nervous
tissue. Subdural hematomas (SDH) and diffuse axonal in-
juries (DAI) are more lethal than most other brain lesions
(Gennarelli and Thibault, 1982). This gives a special in-

terest in deriving injury criteria for SDH and DAI.
Gennarelli (1983) suggested that SDH was produced by
short duration and high amplitude of angular accelera-
tions, while DAI was produced by longer duration and
low amplitude of coronal accelerations. A threshold for
DAI has been proposed (Margulies and Thibault, 1992)
which accounts for rotational impulses in the coronal
plane. Using collision tests with cadavers, Löwenhielm
(1974a) hypothesised that bridging vein disruption due
to an AP rotational movement of the head is obtained
when the angular acceleration exceeds 4.5 krad/sec2

and/or the change in angular velocity exceeds 50 rad/sec.
On the other hand, the motions were not purely rotational,



and either none or several bridging veins were ruptured, in-
dicating that a real threshold was not found. Moreover, stud-
ies by DiMasi et al. (1995), and Ueno and Melvin (1995)
found that the use of either translation or rotation alone may
underestimate the severity of an injury. Generally, the head
injury criterion (HIC) (National Highway Traffic Safety
Adm., 1972) is used when evaluating the consequences of
an impact to the head. HIC is based exclusively on the re-
sultant translational acceleration of the head. Thus, HIC and
proposed acceleration thresholds neither take into consid-
eration rotational and translational loads, nor directional de-
pendency. There is therefore a need for more complex in-
jury assessment functions, accounting for both translational
and angular acceleration components as well as changes in
the direction of the loading.

When a comparison between translation and rotation
has been performed, the usual approach has been to com-
pare a non-centroidal rotational impulse with a transla-
tional impulse giving a similar acceleration measured at
the center of gravity (c.g.) (Margulies et al., 1985; Ban-
dak and Eppinger, 1994). This gives a good basis for crit-
icism of head injury criteria based solely on the transla-
tional acceleration (i.e. HIC). In this case, however, the
comparison will be between a translational impulse and
an equal translational impulse in addition to the induced
rotational one. A more objective approach would be to
apply the same dosage of mechanical energy per time
unit (i.e., the power) for the separate degrees of freedom
as described here, as a basis for a new head injury crite-
rion: HIP (Newman et al., 2000).

The influence of certain impact directions have been
investigated for DAI (Gennarelli et al., 1982, 1987) and
cerebral concussion (Hodgson et al., 1983). In both stud-
ies, non-human primates were used. In a three-dimen-
sional (3D) numerical study (Zhang et al., 2001), brain
responses between frontal and lateral impacts were com-
pared. This study confirmed earlier results by Gennarelli
et al. (1982) that loads in the lateral direction are more
likely to cause DAI than impulses in the sagittal plane.
However, a tied interface was imposed between the skull
and the brain leaving out any possibility of evaluating
relative motion-induced injuries such as SDH. Zhou et
al. (1995) suggested that SDH is more easily produced
in an occipital impact than in a corresponding frontal one.
Later, the same researchers (1996) found that AP motion
causes higher strain in the bridging veins than a corre-
sponding lateral motion. Nevertheless, both studies uti-
lized a tied interface between the skull and the brain,
which is unlikely to allow any large relative motion be-
tween the skull and the brain. Since the strain observed
in the bridging veins is highly dependent on the amount
of relative motion between the skull and the brain, this
questions the validity of these results.

Due to the limited studies of impact directions, the ex-
isting head injury criteria could not be evaluated for all
types of impacts. Recently, a new global kinematic-based
head injury criterion, called the HIP was presented (New-
man et al., 2000). In that study, it was proposed that co-
efficients for the different directions could be chosen to
normalize the HIP with respect to some selected failure
levels for a specific direction. However, values of the co-
efficients were not presented and information regarding
directional sensitivity was lacking.

Thus, the aim of the present investigation was to study
the influence of inertial forces on all the degrees of free-
dom of the human head, evaluated with a detailed FE
model. The HIC, as well as the HIP, were investigated
with regard to their ability to take into account conse-
quences of different impact directions for the prediction
of SDH. Furthermore, scaling coefficients for the HIP are
proposed for prediction of SDH.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Finite Element Mesh

A detailed and parameterized finite element (FE)
model of the adult human head was created, comprising
the scalp, skull, brain, meninges, cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), and 11 pairs of parasagittal bridging veins (Fig.
1). A simplified neck, including an extension of the brain
stem into the spinal cord, the dura and pia mater, the ver-
tebrae and muscles, was also modeled.

This model has been experimentally validated
against pressure data in a previous study (Kleiven and
von Holst, 2002a) as well as relative motion magni-
tude data (Kleiven and von Holst, 2002b). Also, a com-
prehensive correlation between the FE model output
and the relative motion between human cadaver brain
and skull in anatomical X, Y, and Z components has
been demonstrated for three impact directions (Kleiven
and Hardy, 2002). The model has been validated with
experiments performed using acceleration impulses of
magnitudes and durations close to the ones in the pre-
sent study.

Ventricles, Gray, and White Matter

In order to better simulate the stress and strain distri-
bution, separate representations of gray and white matter
and inclusion of the ventricles were implemented. The
volume fraction of white matter to gray matter was 0.5,
which is on the lower side of reported values (Blatter,
1995). The volume of the ventricles was 18 mL for the
50th percentile male geometry, which is within the re-
ported range (Blatter, 1995).
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Bridging Veins

The most common type of SDH results from tearing
of veins traversing the subdural space from the surface
of the brain to the superior sagittal sinus (Gennarelli and
Thibault, 1982). Eleven pairs of the largest parasagittal
bridging veins were therefore modeled with truss ele-
ments that can only sustain load in tension. The parasagit-
tal bridging veins drain into the superior sagittal sinus.
Usually, a free segment of 10–20 mm in length is found
between exit of the veins from the subarachnoidal space
to their entrance into the sinus. The frontopolar and the
anterior frontal veins are directed backward, to enter the
sinus, at an average angle of 110o measured counter-
clockwise from the midsagittal line (Fig. 1b). The major
parasagittal bridging veins located posterior to the fron-
topolar and anterior frontal veins are all oriented forward
usually with a decreasing angle going from the frontal to
the occipital veins. The anatomical descriptions are
adopted from Oka et al. (1985). According to this data

the eleven largest veins were included by connecting a
node on the cortical surface of the brain to a node on the
superior sagittal sinus. The resulting length of the bridg-
ing vein elements were: Frontopolar—16.5 mm; Anterior
Frontal—15.8 mm; Middle Frontal—9.7 mm; Posterior
Frontal—13.7 mm; Vein of Trollard—18.4 mm; Precen-
tral—18.2 mm; Central—14.9 mm; Postcentral—15.0
mm; Anterior Parietal—8.8 mm; Posterior Parietal—19.9
mm; Occipital—17.8 mm. A uniform tensile stiffness of
1.9 N per unit strain (Table 1) based on the data from
Lee and Haut (1989) was assumed for all bridging veins.

Material Properties

To cope with the large elastic deformations, a Mooney-
Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive law was utilized for the
CNS tissues. Hyperelasticity is path-independent and
fully reversible, and the stress is derived from a strain
energy potential. The stored strain energy for a hypere-
lastic material which is isotropic with respect to the ini-
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FIG. 1. Finite element mesh of (a) the human head; (b) brain, falx, and tentorium, including transverse and superior sagittal
sinuses with bridging veins; (c) falx and tentorium; and (d) skull bone.



tial, unstressed configuration can be written as a function
of the principal invariants (I1, I2, I3) of the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor, i.e., W 5 W(I1,I2,I3). Mooney
and Rivlin showed that the simple form

W(I1,I2) 5 C10(I1 2 3) 1 C01(I2 2 3) (1)

closely matches results from large deformation experi-
ments on incompressible rubber. To model the brain tis-
sue as an unconstrained material a hydrostatic work term,
WH(J), is included in the strain energy functional which
is a function of the relative volume, J (Ogden, 1984):

W(J1,J2,J ) 5 C10(J1 2 3) 1 C01(J2 2 3) 1 WH(J ) (2)

J1 5 I1J21/3

J25 I2J22/3

In addition, rate effects are taken into account through
linear viscoelasticity by a convolution integral of the
form:

Sij 5

t

E
0 

Gijkl(t 2 t)}




E

t

ij
}dt (3)

in terms of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, Sij, and
Green’s strain tensor, Eij. This stress is added to the stress
tensor determined from the strain energy functional. The
stress relaxation function, Gijkl, is represented by two
terms in a prony series, given by:

g(t) 5 ^
N

i 5 1
Gie2bit (4)

This is effectively a Maxwell fluid that consists of
dampers and springs in series, where Gi are the shear
moduli, and bi are the decay constants. Mendis et al.
(1995) derived the rate dependent Mooney-Rivlin con-
stants C10 and C01 and time decay constants bi, using ex-
periments published by Estes and McElhaney (1970) on
white matter from the region of the corona radiata.

Using the relationship G 5 2(C10 1 C01) for the prony
terms gives the following constants: G1 5 8149 Pa, b1 5
125 1/sec, G2 5 4657 Pa, and b2 5 6.67 1/sec. The law
has been introduced for both white matter (Estes and
McElhaney, 1970) and the gray matter (Prange et al.,
2000). The Mooney-Rivlin constants for the brain stem
were assumed to be 80% higher than those for the gray
matter in the cortex (Arbogast and Margulies, 1997). For
the spinal cord and cerebellum, the same properties as
for the white and gray matter were assumed due to lack
of published data.

Although significantly less stiff than those used in pre-
vious 3D FE models of the human head, these parame-
ters give a stiffness for the brain tissue that is higher than
the average published values (Donnelly, 1998). Two ad-

ditional, more compliant models were therefore imple-
mented. The stiffness parameters C10, C01, G1, and G2

were scaled down while the decay constants were not al-
tered. One model used properties corresponding to an in-
stantaneous shear modulus of around 750 Pa, which is
slightly less than the most compliant data available on
brain tissue (Prange et al., 2000). In an intermediate
model, the properties were adjusted to levels near the av-
erage values reviewed by Donnelly (1998), giving an in-
stantaneous shear modulus of around 1.5 kPa. A sum-
mary of the properties for the other tissues of the human
head used in this study is shown in Table 1.

Interface Conditions

The dura is often adhered to the skull, thus the inter-
face between the skull and the dura was modeled with a
tied contact definition in LS-DYNA (Livermore Software
Technology Corporation, 2001). Because of the presence
of CSF between the meningeal membranes and the brain,
sliding contact definitions were used for these interfaces.
The chosen contact definition allowed sliding in the tan-
gential direction and transfer of tension and compression
in the radial direction. This was done in part because a
fluid structure interface is likely to experience a vacuum
when a pressure wave reflects at the contrecoup site, or
when inertial forces create tension in brain regions op-
posite to the impact. An average CSF thickness of
roughly 2 mm was used, which corresponds to approxi-
mately 120 mL of subdural and subarachnoid CSF. A co-
efficient of friction of 0.2 was used, as proposed by Miller
et al., (1998). The subdural and subarachnoid CSF, as
well as the ventricular CSF, was modeled with eight node
brick elements and a fluid element formulation. The outer
boundary of the elements representing the ventricles was
joined to the brain tissue elements through common
nodes.

Head Injury Criterion and Head Impact Power

The HIC and the HIP, were calculated according to the
formulas below. 

HIC 5 3 t2E
t1

a(t)dt4
2.5

(t2 2 t1) (5)

HIP 5 maxeaxdt 1 mayeaydt 1 mazeazdt

1 Ixxaxeaxdt 1 Iyyayeay dt 1 Izzazeazdt (6)

The x-axis was defined along the PA direction, the y-axis
along the lateral-direction, and the z-axis in the Inferior-
Superior (IS) direction. The following values were cal-
culated for the model: m 5 4.37 kg, Ixx 5 0.0213 kgm2,
Iyy 5 0.0275 kgm2, Izz 5 0.0204 kgm2. These values are

1
}
(t2 2 t1)
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in the range of reported ones by Becker (1972) and
Walker et al. (1973).

Scaling of the Power Index to Account for
Directional Sensitivity

In addition, a modified HIP, called the Power Index
(PI) with scaling coefficients for the various directions
and differentiation between positive and negative accel-
erations, were calculated using the formula:

PI 5 [C1
1u(ax) 1 C2

1u(2ax)]maxeaxdt 1 C2mayeaydt

1 [C1
3u(az) 1 C2

3u(2az)]mazeazdtx1 C4Ixxaxeaxdt 

1 [C1
5u(ay)1 [C2

5u(2ay)]Iyyay eaydt 1 C6Izzazeazdt (7)

where u(a) is the Heaviside’s step function defined by:

u(a) 5 {1,a . 0

0, a , 0

This formula is a modified version of the original PI
(Newman et al., 2000), proposing a way of taking into
account consequences of opposite directions using the
Heaviside’s step function.

A total of nine acceleration pulses (pure translation and
angular) were applied to the center of gravity of the head
in the 6 PA, 6 SI, and in the lateral directions (Fig. 2),
in order to look into directional differences and to derive
the scaling factors in Eq. 7. In the study of the angular
acceleration components, a squared sinusoidal pulse
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TABLE 1. PROPERTIES USED IN THE NUMERICAL STUDY

Tissue Young’s modulus [MPa] Density [kg/dm3] Poisson’s ratio

Outer table/face 15,000 2.00 0.22
Inner table 15,000 2.00 0.22
Diploe 1000 1.30 0.24
Neck bone 1000 1.30 0.24
Neck muscles 0.1 1.13 0.45
Brain Hyperelastic/viscoelastic 1.04 0.4999994
Cerebrospinal fluid K 5 2.1 GPa 1.00 0.5
Sinuses K 5 2.1 GPa 1.00 0.5
Dura mater 31.5 1.13 0.45
Falx/tentorium 31.5 1.13 0.45
Scalp 16.7 1.13 0.42
Bridging veins EA 5 1.9 N

K, bulk modulus; EA, force/unit strain.

FIG. 2. Load directions for translational and angular acceleration pulses.



(sin2) with an amplitude of 20–23.2 krad/sec2 and a du-
ration of 5 msec, was used, resulting in a peak angular
velocity of 50–58 rad/sec (in the range of the proposed
threshold for DAI by Margulies and Thibault, 1992), and
a HIPmax of 17.3 kW for all directions. To obtain a com-
parison with the angular impulses, a squared sinusoidal
pulse with an amplitude of 1580 m/sec2 and a duration
of 5 msec was used for the translational impulses result-
ing in a HIC of 295 and a HIPmax of 17.3 kW.

Since the head is assumed to be symmetric around the
sagittal plane, only the coefficients for the sagittal and
axial directions of the PI have distinct values for 6 di-
rections. To make a comparison with the concussion data
and HIP values presented by Newman et al. (2000), the
lateral translational acceleration impulse was used as a
basis for the scaling coefficients of the other directions.
This was done since the NFL concussion data, used in
that study were predominantly lateral and translational.
Head injury is assumed to correlate with the maximum
value of HIP and PI achieved by Eqs. 6 and 7 during an
impact, named HIPmax and PImax, respectively. The scal-
ing constants for the prediction of SDH (PISDH) were
based on the strain in the individual bridging veins. The
maximal value of the strain in the bridging veins during
a simulation was used to derive the scaling constants for
the PISDH.

Evaluation of the Power Index

To evaluate the ability of the PI to predict injury, four
mixed loading plane simulations were performed. The
head models were impacted frontally, temporally, and oc-
cipitally with a velocity of 5 m/sec towards a padded sur-
face to simulate more realistic accident scenarios (Fig.
3). The padding was inclined 45o in the sagittal direc-
tion, as well as rotated 45° in the axial direction to in-
duce angular acceleration pulses, in addition to the trans-

lational ones. The padding was 25 mm thick, and mod-
eled as a foam material.

The models were used to investigate the differences in
terms of maximal engineering strain in the bridging veins,
e, and the maximal relative motion between the brain and
the skull, due to variation in impact direction. Further-
more, the HIC, the HIP and the PI were evaluated, with
respect to the strain in the bridging veins in an effort to
predict consequences of different impact directions.

Experimental Validation

Results from simulations with the FE model were com-
pared with the relative displacement recordings from ex-
periments presented by Al-Bsharat et al. (1999) (Fig. 4).
The cadaver head experiments focused on measuring the
relative skull-brain motion using high-speed biplanar x-
ray system and neutral density targets (NDT). The NDTs
were implanted in two vertical columns located in the oc-
cipito-parietal region, and in the tempoparietal region,
with a space between the centers of the NDTs of ap-
proximately 10 mm. The inverted cadaver head was sus-
pended in a fixture that allowed rotation and translation.
Occipital impacts were conducted on the specimen (Fig.
4, upper left). The rigid body motion of the skull were
eliminated from the NDT (brain) motion data, leaving the
skull–brain relative displacement magnitude.

RESULTS

When comparison was made between earlier experi-
ments and the present FE model, a significant correlation
in skull-brain relative displacement magnitude could be
seen (Fig. 4). The results of three locations in the occip-
ito-parietal region for a 3.6 m/sec impact is seen in Fig-
ure 4, and are used as a measure of the FE models abil-
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ity to describe relative motion between the skull and the
brain.

Directional Sensitivity

A summary of the results from the comparison of trans-
lational and angular impulses in different directions is
shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the largest skull–
brain relative motion and strain in the bridging veins ap-
pears for the AP and PA rotational impulses, while a
small relative motion and a zero strain in the bridging
veins is recorded for the SI translational impulse (Table

2). This supports the hypothesis of varying responses in
relative motion between the skull and the brain and strain
in the bridging veins for a change in the impact direction
to the human head.

For the angular impulses, the same HIPmax values are
calculated as for the translational impulses, while the HIC
is equal to zero for a pure rotational impulse. Neverthe-
less, larger relative motion between the skull and the
brain as well as higher strain in the bridging veins occur
with the rotational impulses. For this type of loading, the
worst case is the PA rotation where the highest strain in
the bridging veins appears. Almost a threefold increase
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FIG. 4. Experimental comparison of relative motion between the brain and skull.

TABLE 2. RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS AND TRANSLATIONAL AND ANGULAR ACCELERATION IMPULSES

Direction Relative motion (mm) Area of max rel. motion Strain in bridg. vein (%) Location of max strain

AP 1.2 Precentral 4.4 Anterior frontal
PA 1.1 Precentral 8.9 Anterior parietal
SI 0.7 Posterior parietal 0.0
IS 0.9 Posterior parietal 4.9 Anterior parietal
Lat. 0.7 Middle frontal 7.1 Middle frontal
AP rot. 3.1 Vein of Trollard 11.1 Anterior frontal
PA rot. 3.1 Precentral 33.3 Anterior parietal
Axial rot. 0.9 Middle frontal 9.7 Middle frontal
Lat. rot. 1.2 Posterior frontal 8.9 Middle frontal

AP, anterior-posterior; PA, posterior-anterior; SI, superior-inferior; IS, inferior-superior; Lat., lateral; Rot., rotation.
HIPmax 5 17.3 kW, HIC 5 0 for the angular impulses, while HIPmax 5 17.3 kW and HIC 5 295 for the translational impulses.



in the relative skull-brain motion is found for the PA and
AP impulses, when switching from a translational to a
rotational mode of motion. Similar results are found for
the strain in the bridging veins, but more pronounced for
the PA direction. In this case, an increase of almost four
times is found when changing to rotational motion. For
the lateral direction, a smaller sensitivity to the mode of
motion is found. Only a 71% increase in relative motion
and a 25% increase in the strain of the bridging veins are
observed when changing from a lateral translational to a
lateral rotational motion.

The maximal strain occurred in the bridging veins
which are directed in the plane of the motion and are an-
gled in the direction of motion. This is obvious for the
PA impulses simulating an occipital impact where the PA
oriented anterior parietal veins endured the largest strain.
The same holds true for the lateral direction where the
laterally oriented middle frontal veins sustained the
largest strain.

Also, the strain in the bridging veins and the relative
motion at the skull-brain interface show a small sensi-
tivity to the shear properties utilized for the brain tissue.
A 6.9% increase in the strain in the bridging veins were
found for the stiffest properties when compared to the re-
sults from the most compliant model for the PA rotational
impulse. Since the most compliant properties (Prange et
al., 2000) correspond to an instantaneous modulus that is
around 20 times more compliant than the stiffest proper-
ties used in this study (Mendis et al., 1995), this differ-
ence must be considered as insignificant.

The maximal effective stresses and shear strains in the
brain occurred at a later time (6.0–10.0 msec) than the
maximal strain in the bridging veins (3.0–4.5 msec). This
time lag of the strain observed in the bridging veins were
more pronounced for the rotational degrees of freedom.

Images showing a top view of the straining of the cen-
tral and parietal bridging veins when enduring the PA ro-
tational impulse simulating an occipital impact can be
seen in Figure 5. Note the change in the angle of the cen-
tral and parietal veins as the brain lags, while the skull
and the superior sagittal sinus are accelerated in the PA
direction.

Derivation of Scaling Constants

Based on the strain in the bridging veins for the vari-
ous directions individually (Table 2), the scaling con-
stants for the PI in equation 7 were determined for SDH
(PISDH) (Table 3). The strain in the bridging veins due to
a lateral translation (« 5 7.1 %) was used as the basis of
the scaling. This was done to make a comparison with
the predominantly translational, lateral impact data pre-
sented by Newman et al. (2000). This gave C2 5 1.00 for
the lateral translational direction.

Evaluation of the Power Index

The head acceleration characteristics from the FE sim-
ulations were used as a basis for the calculations of HIC,
HIP, and PISDH. The accelerations for the lateral impact
to the Occiput is shown in Figure 6 below. It can be seen
that all the translational accelerations are significant,
while mainly the x- and z-angular accelerations con-
tribute to the injury assessment functions for this impact
case. The accelerations, and velocities were distinct for
the varying impact directions, giving a diverse material
for evaluation of the injury criteria.

Considering the frontal, lateral, and occipital impacts
towards inclined, rotated and padded surfaces, the largest
strain levels in bridging veins were recorded in the mid-
dle frontal vein for the occipital impact (Table 4). For
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FIG. 5. Straining of the central and parietal bridging veins when enduring the PA rotational impulse, before impact on the left
side, and at about 4 msec on the right side (at maximum).



strain in the bridging veins, the impacts toward the oc-
cipital area seem to be more severe than the ones to the
frontal area, although values for the HIC and HIP are
similar for all load directions. Moreover, it can be seen
that using the proposed scaling procedure, an improved
prediction of the risk of SDH due to failure of the bridg-
ing veins can be obtained. This is seen for the occipital
impact where both the highest strain in the bridging veins
and the largest PISDH are found. Correspondingly, the
smallest strain in the bridging veins and the largest PISDH

are found for the frontal impact. However, the lateral im-
pact to the front and the lateral impact to the occiput re-
sulted in intermediate strain levels in the bridging veins
which did not correspond to the predicted PISDH.

Comparison with Tissue Thresholds

Applying an increasing HIP by augmenting the angu-
lar acceleration magnitude while keeping the duration of

the squared sinusoidal impulse constant gave an eleva-
tion of the relative skull-brain displacement as well as
the strain of the bridging veins for the PA rotational di-
rection (Fig. 7). Also, for this direction, a risk of SDH is
found for a HIP of around 50 kW. This is clear since a
strain of the anterior parietal vein close to the reported
failure strain of 50 percent (Lee and Haut, 1989) is ob-
served (Fig. 7, left).

DISCUSSION

The present results verify the hypothesis that a varia-
tion in load direction alters the outcome of an impact to
the human head. Based on this FE model, new global
head injury criteria can be evaluated for all the degrees
of freedom of the head. Here, the injury criteria are valid
for a larger range of impact conditions. Injury criteria are
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TABLE 3. SCALING COEFFICIENTS FOR THE POWER INDEX (PI) IN EQUATION 7 
BASED UPON THE MAXIMAL STRAIN IN THE BRIDGING VEINS

C1
1 C1

2 C2 C3
1 C3

2 C4 C5
1 C5

2 C6

Direction PA AP Lat. IS SI Lat. rot. AP rot. PA rot. Axial rot.
Scaling coefficient 1.25 0.62 1.00 0.69 0.00 1.25 1.56 4.69 1.37

FIG. 6. Head accelerations (at the c.g.) from the FE simulation of a lateral impact to the occiput.



today based on a few load directions, but in real life and
as indicated by this study, the outcome for different in-
tracranial components varies depending on the load di-
rection.

The analysis showed that the maximal strain occurred
in the shortest bridging veins which are oriented in the
plane of the motion and are angled in the direction of
motion. This might be explained by the anatomical dif-
ferences in length and orientation between the bridging
veins. This is evident for the PA impulses simulating an
occipital impact, where the largest skull-brain relative
displacement is found around the longer, laterally ori-
ented precentral veins, while the shorter, anterior parietal
veins which are directed forward endured the largest
strain. This is also seen for the lateral translational di-
rection, where the shorter and laterally oriented middle
frontal veins endured the largest strain although the
largest skull-brain relative displacement is found around
the longer posterior frontal veins. When enduring a lat-
eral impact, the lower values of strain in the bridging
veins compared to the occipital impacts could probably
be explained by the supportive properties of the falx cere-
bri. The present study supports the findings of Gennarelli
et al. (1982, 1987). This is evident since smaller relative

motion between the brain and skull for a lateral impulse
compared to a corresponding sagittal one suggests the in-
fluence of the falx cerebri, which may impinge upon ad-
jacent structures such as the corpus callosum, potentially
causing injury. This is also supported by the findings of
higher principal strains in the corpus callosum for a coro-
nal rotation compared to a sagittal rotation when deliv-
ering a acceleration pulses corresponding to the same
head impact power (HIP) which has been reported pre-
viously (Kleiven and von Holst, 2002c). The supportive
nature of the falx can also explain the smaller increase
in the relative displacement between the skull and the
brain when changing from a translational lateral motion
to a corresponding rotational motion.

The importance of impact directions in causing SDH
is also supported by previous studies. Hirakawa et al.
(1972) studied 309 adult cases of chronic SDH, and found
that sagittal blows were the dominant cause. They also
found that nine out of 27 cases of SDH due to sport ac-
cidents were caused by judo when people “fell down on
their back.”

Fruin et al. (1984) found that six out of eight cases of
interhemispheric SDH with known trauma sites were due
to occipital impacts. This supports an earlier study by
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TABLE 4. RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT IMPACT DIRECTIONS TOWARDS PADDED SURFACES

Strain in bridg. Location of HIP PISDH

Direction vein (%) max. strain HIC (kW) (kW)

Front. imp. 1.6 Anterior frontal 362.6 24.8 13.4
Occ. imp. 9.5 Middle frontal 378.8 25.1 32.6
Lat. imp. fr. 4.9 Middle frontal 284.3 26.4 25.3
Lat. imp. occ. 7.0 Middle frontal 318.8 24.7 24.4

FIG. 7. The maximal strain in the bridging veins (left) and the maximal relative displacement between the skull and the brain
(right) as a function of the HIP for the PA rotational impulse.



Jamieson and Yelland (1972), who found that axial
(frontal, occipital, or vertical according to their defini-
tion) trauma sites accounted for more than half of the
simple subdural hematomas. The complicated hema-
tomas were, on the other hand, slightly over represented
by lateral trauma sites. Furthermore, the clinical studies
by Hirakawa et al. (1972) and Jamieson and Yelland
(1972) both reported that SDH were found uncommonly
in the occipital region, which supports the results that the
largest strains were found for the parietally, centrally or
frontally located bridging veins for all impact directions.
Gennarelli et al. (1972) subjected 25 squirrel monkeys to
controlled sagittal plane head motions, and found brain
lesions in both translated and rotated groups but with
greater frequency and severity after rotation.

When it comes to relative motion and strains in the
bridging veins, the HIP criterion should give a better pre-
diction of the risk of SDH than HIC. This is evident since
the HIP takes into account the load direction and the ro-
tational components of the acceleration. However, the
only factors that differentiate between directions in the
original HIP are the variation in the mass moment of in-
ertia. Newman et al. (2000) therefore proposed a scaling
of the impact power for different directions, depending
on the tolerance level for the actual direction. The HIP
criterion predicts the same levels for the translational im-
pulses as for a corresponding angular impulse, where the
highest levels of stresses/strains in the corpus callosum
and bridging veins are to be found. This gives an indi-
cation that weight factors should be introduced to the
components of the HIP criterion in order to predict the
consequences of impacts where the angular acceleration
components are not negligible and a prediction of SDH
is desired.

When comparing the various directions, it can be seen
in the case of the translational impulses that different
strains in the bridging veins appear when changing the
direction from positive to negative as for the AP and PA
directions. Thus, the original version of HIP does not dis-
tinguish between opposite load direction. In our opinion,
three additional components should be added to the orig-
inal HIP in order to fully take into account the differ-
ences in response between opposite directions. This is
added using the Heaviside’s step function for the sagit-
tal translations and angular motion, as well as for the ax-
ial translational motion, as proposed in Eq. 7.

Another problem with HIC and HIP is that they do not
seem to capture the level of intracranial response for dif-
ferent impulses. A zero HIC value is predicted for a pure
rotational impulse while higher levels of stresses and
strains are found compared to a corresponding transla-
tional impulse in the same direction. This underlines find-
ings by previous investigators (Gennarelli et al., 1972).

When imposing the scaling coefficients to the PI for
the different directions in the prediction of SDH (PISDH),
and when comparing with HIC and HIP, a better corre-
lation between intracranial response and PI-value was
found. Using the proposed PISDH, a substantially lower
risk of SDH is predicted for the frontal impact compared
to the other directions. This is also the case when look-
ing at the maximal strain in the bridging veins, where in-
significant strain is experienced for this impact. How-
ever, PISDH fail to predict the intermediate levels of strain
in the bridging veins for the lateral impacts. This is pos-
sibly explained by the maximal strain occurring in a dif-
ferent bridging vein for a combined loading than for the
single degree of freedom loading cases from which the
scaling factors are derived. Moreover, the differences in
the intracranial responses for those two cases are quite
small, which makes a distinction difficult for a global
kinematic based injury assessment function. Another ex-
planation are the as yet unexplored synergic effects of
combined loadings. This is included naturally by the
product of inertia terms for the angular components in
the impact power formulation when using anatomical co-
ordinates. Since the anatomical directions do not coin-
cide with the principal directions of inertia, the product
of inertia, Ixz, is non-zero. This would add two terms (Ixzaz

eaxdt and Ixzaxe azdt) in equations 6 and 7. In the case
of the human head, the power terms containing the prod-
ucts of inertia Ixy, Ixz and Iyz are insignificant compared
to the moments of inertia Ixx, Iyy, and Izz (Becker, 1972;
Walker et al., 1973). Nevertheless, these terms in the PI
could be estimated using the FE model. In this way, sep-
arate scaling factors could be derived to account for syn-
ergism of combined directions. In the same manner, sup-
plementary components for the translational terms could
also be added to improve the injury prediction.

The maximal effective stresses and principal strains in
the brain occurred at a later time than the maximal strain
in the bridging veins. This is supported by Gennarelli
(1983), who suggested that SDH was produced by short
duration high amplitude in angular accelerations, while
DAI was produced by longer duration, low amplitude in
coronal accelerations.

Evaluation of the required HIP for a specific direction
until a certain tissue level is achieved (« 5 0.5 for the
bridging veins as proposed by Lee and Haut, 1989) was
also estimated using the FE model. A threshold for SDH
of around 50 kW for the PISDH was found for the PA ro-
tational direction, which gave the largest strain in the
bridging veins. This corresponds to a rotational acceler-
ation threshold of around 34 krad/sec2 for a 5 msec du-
ration, resulting in a change in angular velocity of 85
rad/sec. Using collision tests with cadavers Löwenhielm
(1974a) found that bridging vein disruption due to rota-
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tional movement of the head is obtained when the angu-
lar acceleration exceeds 4.5 krad/sec2 and/or the change
in angular velocity exceeds 50 rad/sec. Assuming a
squared sinusoidal shape of the angular acceleration im-
pulse for the proposed thresholds of 4.5 krad/sec2 in an-
gular acceleration and a change in angular velocity of 50
rad/sec would give a HIP of 3.5 kW. The estimation of
the rotational accelerations/velocities was based on the
planar motion of the head in the sagittal plane excluding
any effects of other rotations/translations. In addition, the
motions were not purely rotational, and either none or,
several bridging veins were ruptured indicating that a real
threshold was not found. Also, in these experiments
which were previously presented by Voigt and Lange
(1971), there was a high level of violence other than the
rotational. The non-belted cadavers were seated on a sled
and accelerated to velocities of 43–60 km/h before brak-
ing to a standstill and impacting against the instrument
panels. In some of these experiments, the translational
acceleration on the top of the head was recorded. In the
more severe cases, translational accelerations varying be-
tween 6200 g were recorded, possibly adding substan-
tially to the rotational violence. The threshold of 50 kW
for PISDH in the PA rotation compares well with data
from Newman et al. (2000), who estimated a 50 % prob-
ability of concussion for a HIP of 12.8 kW.

The bridging veins have been reported to have an ul-
timate strain of about 0.5 in tension (Lee and Haut, 1989);
while Lˆwenhielm (1974b) reported failure strain values
ranging from 0.2 to about 1.0 depending on the strain
rate. Using the average ultimate strain reported by Lee
and Haut (1989), none of the impact directions indicated
a risk of SDH. Nevertheless, as in the properties of most
biological tissues, there is a great variation among those
results. Using the standard deviation reported by Lee 
and Haut (1989) or the lowest value from Löwenhielm
(1974b) suggests a threshold of around 0.2 in the worst
scenario. This emphasizes the difference between a pure
rotational load and a pure translational load, indicating a
substantially lower tolerance for SDH for the rotational
impulses, which is not predicted by existing head injury
criteria.

The technique of modeling the bridging veins using
truss elements could be discussed. However, since a
bridging vein normally fails at a point between the first
attachment in the cortical area of the brain and the entry
in the superior sagittal sinus, the current approach should
be sufficient for this study. The properties of the bridg-
ing veins are also compliant, and a further inclusion of
the continuation in the inferior direction would probably
not affect the deformation pattern of the structure as a
whole. The compliant nature of the bridging veins also
resulted in the decision not to include rupture, or dele-

tion of the truss elements when a certain failure strain oc-
curs. The 11 parasagittal veins that were included in the
model were chosen based on their size; only the largest
veins were included. The fact that no data for the aver-
age angle towards the superior sagittal sinus were avail-
able for the smaller veins also contributed to this choice.

Because motion between the brain and skull during
head impact has been considered potentially important to
head injury for more than 50 years (Pudenz and Shelden,
1946; Gurdjian et al., 1968), a primary concern in FE
modeling of the human head has been the interface be-
tween the brain and skull. Fluid elements should be used
to simulate the CSF as proposed by Zhou et al. (1995),
Bandak and Eppinger (1994), Miller et al. (1998), and
Al-Bsharat et al. (1999) in order to adequately represent
the effect of the ventricles and the skull–brain interface.
However, adequate representation of fluid-structure in-
teraction still remains a major limitation of most com-
mercially available FE packages. Due to this problem,
two different approaches that do not implement fluid el-
ements for the CSF have been developed to model the
skull-brain interface. The first approach models the sub-
arachnoid CSF using linear elastic solid elements with
low shear modulus. This approximation has been used by
several researchers (Ruan et al., 1997; Willinger et al.,
1995; Turquier et al., 1996; Zhou et al., 1995). Even with
a low shear modulus for the CSF, this method is likely
to induce shear stress and strain, and to cause computa-
tional instability because of the large element distortions
that result from using them in the brain–skull interface.
An alternate way of modeling the brain–skull interface
includes contact algorithms between the brain and the
dura mater. The contact has been defined in different
ways ranging from completely fixed to frictionless slid-
ing. Several parametric studies have been performed,
where the effects of different interface conditions be-
tween brain and skull have been studied (Cheng et al.,
1990; Claessens et al., 1997; Bandak and Eppinger, 1994;
Miller et al., 1998). All of them conclude that the impact
response of the human head is sensitive to the modeling
of this interface condition. The sliding (with separation)
contact algorithm used by Kuijpers et al. (1995) and
Claessens et al. (1997) was found to be insufficient for
the brain–membrane interfaces in the contrecoup region,
and a gap was created in this region due to limited load
transfer to compression only. In our study, a sliding-only
contact algorithm, which transfers load in tension was
also implemented. Because of this, large relative motion
between the brain and skull was allowed and the load was
supported in tension at the contrecoup region. This re-
sulted in comparable magnitude of the skull-brain rela-
tive displacements between the simulations and experi-
ments.
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Comparison of results from the FE model with exper-
imental measurements of relative displacement between
the skull and the brain presented by Al-Bsharat et al.
(1999) shows a good correlation reaching the magnitudes
of the relative displacements in the experiments. When
it comes to the characteristics, it is difficult to draw any
conclusions because the experiments were conducted
with a sampling rate of 4 ms. Due to the fact that the ex-
perimental impacts are mostly translational, it is also rea-
sonable to believe that the intracranial contents should
respond in the same manner, i.e. with little relative skull-
brain motion. A comprehensive correlation between the
FE model output and relative motion between the human
cadaver brain and skull in anatomical X, Y, and Z com-
ponents (Hardy et al., 2001; King et al., 2002) for higher
magnitude rotational loading conditions has previously
been demonstrated by Kleiven and Hardy (2002).

Despite some limitations of an FE approach, the re-
sults of this study should be taken into consideration
when developing safety systems in general. It can also
be shown that the intracranial responses vary in a differ-
ent manner for the various intracranial components when
changing impact directions (Kleiven and von Holst,
2002c). Thus the PI should be a unique function, de-
pending on the injury mechanism to be studied.

CONCLUSION

It is stressed that the scaling procedures and coeffi-
cients are proposed estimations using a parameterized
and detailed FE model of the human head. Although the
results give insight into directional sensitivity of impacts
to the human head, further experimental validation of in-
tracranial responses for the model in response to higher
rotational loads needs to be performed before new head
injury criteria can be suggested.

Regarding the influence of inertial forces to all the de-
grees of freedom of the human head, this study shows
the following:

1. The results obtained by the FEM correlate with pre-
vious clinical and animal studies.

2. HIC is unable to predict consequences of a pure rota-
tional impulse while HIP needs individual scaling co-
efficients for the different terms to account for differ-
ence in load direction.

3. Three additional components, implemented as Heav-
iside’s step functions, should be added to the original
HIP in order to take into account the differences in re-
sponse between opposite directions.

4. When using the proposed scaling procedure, a better
prediction of SDH was obtained.

5. Further evaluation of synergic effects of combined
terms of the PI is necessary to improve the injury pre-
diction.
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